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Léon Antoine Escalaïs was born in Cuxas d'Aude near Toulouse in 1859. He
studied singing at the Conservatoire of Toulouse, where he was a prize winner, and
then in Paris, where he was awarded a 'Laureat du Conservatoire'.
He made a striking début at the Paris Opéra as Arnold in Guillaume Tell on
the 12th August 1883, and later in the same season sang Eleazar in La Juive. These
were two very exacting roles and he was immediately recognised as a robust tenor
with a uniquely brilliant upper register. In the next few years he sang leading roles
in Robert le Diable, Les Huguenots, L'Africaine, Le Mage, Sigurd and Zaïre,
creating the role of Lusignan in the latter opera in 1890 with Eames and Delmas in
the cast.
In 1888 he was engaged at La Scala, Milan and made his début there as
Eleazar in L 'Ebrea (La Juive) on the 31st January, receiving excellent press
notices.
In 1892, following a quarrel with the management, he left the Opéra and
sang at leading French provincial centres, particularly in Lyon and Marseille, and
he also visited North America, singing in New Orleans, but unfonunately details of
this period of his career are somewhat sketchy.
In 1908, possibly due to the success of his Fonotipia records, and perhaps
also to a change of management at the Opéra, he was re-engaged there, and
appeared as Radames in Aïda and in other roles, and he continued to sing there for
a few years.
As early as 1896 he started teaching in Paris and among his pupils were
Riccardo Martin and José Luccioni.
In 1927 he was made a member of the Legion d'Honneur for his services to
music. He died in Paris in 1941.
The Fonotipia recordings of Escalaïs have always had a fascination for
record collectors.
The originals are, of course, all rarities, usually found in badly worn
condition. Harold Wayne has managed to acquire a complete set all of which show
little or no signs of wear, thus making this compact disc a unique opponunity for
collectors.
Escalaïs may have had a voice which was not outstandingly beautiful, but it
was unique among tenors for the tremendous power and brilliance of his top notes,
extending to an easy C and even D flat. He quite obviously revelled in his upper
register and often launched his top notes with almost the explosive accuracy of a
marksman aiming at his target with perfect precision. If at times he sacrificed the
shape of a phrase to increase the dramatic effect, the results were always thrilling.
Thus his 'Osanna' while by no means the best of his records, gives him ample

opponunity to display his upper range. He recorded Otello's great monologue in
both Italian and French and the Italian version sounds a little tentative compared
with the French one, although he appears to be equally at home in both languages.
The relatively low tessitura of much of 'Dio mi potevi' gives him little opponunity
to display his upper range until the dramatic conclusion. On the other hand, the
two recordings which complete the trio from Guillaume Tell with Magini-Coletti
and Luppi, with the very high lying tenor line, present no terrors for him, and he
surmounts their difficulties with effortess ease. The early recording obviously
presented problems for the engineers and the balance favours the baritone voice of
Magini-Coletti, but the result was really a triumph considering its early date. The
solo 'Ah parais' from Le Mage shows the tenor at his lyrical best with lovely
unforced tone and he sings with a commendable restraint absent from some of his
solo discs.
There are versions in French and Italian of the less well known aria from La
Juive which are in fact greatly abridged versions of the cabaletta following
Eleazar's well known 'Rachel quand du Seigneur'. Both show the tenor in excellent
voice singing well within himself, but the French recording is preferable and is
sung with greater freedom of tone.
Samson et Dalilah and Le Prophète were written for a robust tenor, and
Escalaïs sings the two solos 'Arrêtez o mes frères' and 'Roi du ciel' in his most
authoritative manner. The concerted number from Les Huguenots was a tour de
force of the early recording engineers and the tenor line is well sung if slightly
obscured at times by the resonant tones of Magini-Coletti.
The 'Sicilienne' from Robert le Diable was written for the great tenor
Nourrit. Escalaïs gives one of his finest performances, including a really excellent
trill. My Ricordi score shows trills on C, C sharp, D, E flat, E natural and F.
However Escalaïs contents himself with a simplification here, before returning to
the opening theme, after which he gives some excellent high Cs and some rapid
descending scale passages cleanly articulated, making a really superb solo of what
is actually written as a duet for tenor and bass. This is certainly one of the singer's
best records.
Reyer's Sigurd is still occasionally given in France and Belgium, but it has
never achieved international recognition. The duet, sung by the soprano Amelia
Talexis and Escalaïs, occupies two sides of a 103/4" disc. It is scrupulously given
by both artists and the music is pleasant without being particularly memorable.
'Top note merchants' will approve of our tenor's two versions of 'La mia
letizia' which are sung with pleasantly lyrical tone, the occasional ornaments being
particularly well turned. However, the two explosive high C sharps which are
inserted in both the Italian and French versions will probably offend the purists for,
although they are superbly executed and certainly exciting they destroy the lyrical
beauty of the aria.
It was in Aïda that Escalaïs returned to the Paris Opéra making a great
success in 1908, following his long absence from the scene of his former triumphs.
His recording in French of 'O céleste Aïda' is not really one of his finest records;
there is an unusually heavy tremolo on the final B flat, which sounds a little

uneasy.
The 'Pastoral Languedocienne' is sung throughout with a gentle easy flow of
tone and is a complete contrast to all his other records, with no seeking after
exciting effects.
The 'Scène pour ténor' by Granier is more characteristic, being sung with
dramatic verve and with a liberal sprinkling of high notes delivered rather
explosively.
Finally the recitative to the aria from Le Cid is beautifully sung in a quiet
reverent mood and the aria itself continues in the same spirit, making this another
of the tenor's best records.
There are a further six recordings, including two unpublished titles, which could
not be included on the present compact disc, but they will appear shortly on a
further selection of great recordings from the past.
John Freestone
Dr. Wayne Writes:
I am thrilled to contiue the Fonotipia issues on CD through Symposium
Records.
After the thirteen and three-quarter inch issue which has latterly appeared,
the complete Escalaïs (including two unpublished discs) is, I feel, an excellent way
to inaugurate the ten and three-quarter inch series. Most of the 'Italian' titles I
found in collections in Italy, but no single archive in the 1960s could boast more
than three or four discs of Léon Escalais. I completed the set in 1968 with the
Sigurd duet from a Parisian collector, but in fact he had 'imported' it from South
America. Paradoxically, I have seen more examples of the Les Huguenots Septet
than any other. The rarest are, in my opinion, 39579 'Pierre l'Hermite', 39566
'Polyeucte', 39546 'Pastorale Languedocienne' and the aforementioned Sigurd duet.
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